Estimating the strength of dependency between two variables is fundamental for exploratory analysis and many other applications in data mining. For example: non-linear dependencies between two continuous variables can be explored with the Maximal Information Coefficient (MIC); and categorical variables that are dependent to the target class are selected using Gini gain in random forests. Nonetheless, because dependency measures are estimated on finite samples, the interpretability of their quantification and the accuracy when ranking dependencies become challenging. Dependency estimates are not equal to 0 when variables are independent, cannot be compared if computed on different sample size, and they are inflated by chance on variables with more categories. In this paper, we propose a framework to adjust dependency measure estimates on finite samples. Our adjustments, which are simple and applicable to any dependency measure, are helpful in improving interpretability when quantifying dependency and in improving accuracy on the task of ranking dependencies. In particular, we demonstrate that our approach enhances the interpretability of MIC when used as a proxy for the amount of noise between variables, and to gain accuracy when ranking variables during the splitting procedure in random forests.
Introduction
Dependency measures D(X, Y ) are employed in data mining to assess the strength of the dependency between two continuous or categorical variables X and Y . If the variables are continuous, we can use Pearson's correlation to detect linear dependencies, or use more sophisticated measures, such as the Maximal Information Coefficient (MIC) [1] to detect non-linear dependencies. If the variables are categorical we can use the well known mutual information (a.k.a. information gain) or the Gini gain [2] . Dependency measures are ubiquitously used: to infer biological networks [1] , for variable selection for classification and regression tasks [3] , for clustering comparisons and validation [4] , as splitting * CIS Department, The University of Melbourne, Australia {simone.romano, vinh.nguyen, baileyj, karin.verspoor} @unimelb.edu.au criteria in random forest [5] , and to evaluate classification accuracy [6] , to list a few.
Nonetheless, there exist a number of problems when the dependency D(X, Y ) is estimated withD(S n |X, Y ) on a data sample S n of n data points: a) even if the population value D(X, Y ) = 0 when X and Y are statistically independent, estimates have a high chance to be bigger than 0 when n is finite; b) when comparing pairs of variables which share the same fixed population value D(X, Y ), estimates are still dependent on the sample size n and the number of categories of X and Y . These issues diminish the utility of dependency measures on quantification tasks. For example, MIC was proposed in [1] as a proxy of the amount of noise on the functional dependence between X and Y : it should "provide a score that roughly equals the coefficient of determination R 2 of the data relative to the regression function", which is 0 under complete noise and 1 in noiseless scenarios. Nonetheless, MIC is not equal to 0 under complete noise, and MIC values are not comparable if computed on samples of different size n because of the use of different datasets or in the case of variables with missing values: Example 1. Given two uniform and independent variables X and Y in [0, 1] , the population value of MIC is 0 but the estimates MIC(S 20 |X, Y ) on 20 data points are higher than MIC(S 80 |X, Y ) on 80 data points. On average, they achieve the values of 0.36 and 0.25 respectively. The user expects this value to be 0. The following box plots show estimates for 10, 000 simulations. The example above shows that the estimated MIC does not have zero baseline for finite samples. The zero baseline property is well known in the clustering community [4] , nonetheless this property does not hold for many dependency measures used in data mining. Problems also arise when ranking dependencies on a finite data sample. For example, if Gini gain is used to rank the dependency between variables to the target class in random forests [5] , variables with more arXiv:1510.07786v2 [stat.ML] 20 Jan 2016 categories have more chances to be ranked higher:
Example 2. Given a variable X 1 with two categories and a variable X 2 with one more category which are both independent of the target binary class Y , both the population value of Gini gain between X 1 and Y , and the population value between X 2 and Y are equal to 0. However, when Gini gain is estimated on 100 data points the probability of Gini(S 100 |X 2 , Y ) being greater than Gini(S 100 |X 1 , Y ) is equal to 0.7. The user expects 0.5 given that X 1 and X 2 are equally unpredictive to Y .
It is common practice to use the p-value of Gini gain to correct this bias [7] . Nonetheless, we will shortly see that p-values are effective only when the population value of a dependency measure is 0.
In this paper, we identify that the issues discussed in Example 1 and 2 are due to inflated estimates arising from finite samples. Statistical properties of the distribution of the dependency measure estimator D(S n |X, Y ) under independence of X and Y can be used to adjust these estimates. The challenge is to formalize a general framework to adjust dependency measure estimates which also addresses the shortcomings of the use of p-values. We make the following contributions:
• We identify common biases of dependency measure estimates due to finite samples; • We propose a framework to adjust estimateŝ D(S n |X, Y ) which is simple, yet applicable to many dependency measures because it only requires to use the distribution of the estimator when X and Y are independent; • We experimentally demonstrate that our adjustments improve interpretability when quantifying dependency (e.g., when using MIC as a proxy of the amount of noise) and accuracy when ranking dependencies (e.g., when using Gini gain in random forests).
Background
Dependency measures D(X, Y ) are defined on the joint distribution (X, Y ). In data mining applications, they are estimated withD(S n |X, Y ) on a finite sample S n = {(x k , y k )} of n data points. If variables are continuous, we can compute the amount of linear dependency with the squared Pearson's correlation coefficient:
If we are interested in non-linear relationships, we can employ the Maximal Information Coefficient (MIC) [1] . MIC(S n |X, Y ) is estimated as the maximum normalized mutual information across all the possible grids superimposed on the sample S n to estimate the joint distribution of X and Y . When the variables are categorical, the mutual information or Gini(S n |X, Y ) can be directly estimated using the joint empirical probability distribution between X and Y on the sample S n . See Appendix A in the supplement for formal definitions.
There are three important applications of dependency measures between two variables [8] :
Detection: Test for the presence of dependency. For example, assess if there exists any dependence between bacterial species that colonize the gut of mammals [1] ; Quantification: Summarization of the amount of dependency in an interpretable fashion. For example, when MIC is used as a proxy of the amount of noise in a relationship [1] ; Ranking : Sort the relationships of different variables based on the strength of their dependency. For example, when Gini gain is used to rank predictive variables to the target class in random forests [5] .
We saw in Examples 1 and 2 that when it comes to estimating dependency on data samples viaD(S n |X, Y ) the interpretability of quantification and accuracy of ranking become challenging. We claim that both tasks can take advantage of the distribution ofD under the following null hypothesis:
This null hypothesis is commonly exploited only in detection tasks where the distributionD 0 (S n |X, Y ) is computed under the null and a p-value is computed to filter out false discoveries [1] . Nonetheless, this null can be used also to aid quantification and ranking.
The challenges are to identify the distribution under the null for a particular dependency measure, and to employ it in a framework to perform adjustments to the estimates. Here we discuss the use of this null hypothesis in previous research.
2.1 Use of the Null for Quantification. To our knowledge the first instance of a systematic approach using the null distributionD 0 to achieve interpretability in quantification was proposed in the 1960 with the κ coefficient of inter-annotator agreement [6] . The amount of agreement A(S n |X, Y ) (dependency) between two annotators X and Y on a sample of n items can be adjusted for chance by subtracting its expected value E[A 0 (S n |X, Y )] under the null hypothesis of independence between annotators. The κ coefficient is obtained by normalization via division of its maximum value max A = 1 to obtain an adjusted dependency measure in the range [0, 1]:
Other notable examples are the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) and the Adjusted Mutual Information (AMI) [4] .
We argue that this approach should be applied to many other dependency measures estimatorsD because it improves interpretability by guaranteeing a zero baseline toD. Moreover, we will shortly see that it helps in comparing estimates on different samples S n .
2.2 Use of the Null for Ranking. In the decision tree community, it is very well known that when selecting the most dependent variable X to the target class Y , variables available on a small number of samples n or with many categories tend to be chosen more often. Indeed, it has been shown that an unbiased selection can be obtained if the p-value [7] of a dependency estimate or its standardized version [9] is used rather than its raw value. Nonetheless, these techniques are unbiased only under the null hypothesis and not unbiased in general. Indeed, in the next sections we will see that their use actually yields bias towards variables induced on bigger n or with fewer categories. This behavior has been overlooked in the decision tree community.
Adjusting Estimates for Quantification
To guarantee good interpretability in quantification tasks, dependency measure estimates should be equal to 0 on average when X and Y are independent, and their values should be comparable on average across different data samples of different size. More formally we want:
for all n and m.
We saw in Example 1 that MIC does not satisfy either property. Therefore, we propose an adjustment that can be applied to MIC and in general to any dependency estimatorD:
tively the maximum ofD, and its expected value under the null.
AD(S n |X, Y ) has always zero baseline (Property 3.1) being 0 on average when X and Y are independent, and attains 1 as maximum value. This adjustment can be applied to r 2 and MIC to increase their interpretability when they are used as proxies of the amount of noise in a linear relationship and a functional relationship respectively. We just have to identify their distribution on the sample S n under the null:
• r 
EMIC 0 converges to E[MIC 0 (S n |X, Y )] at the limit of infinite permutations. However, good estimation accuracy can be obtained even with few permutations because of the law of large numbers [11] .
In the next section we will see how our adjustments satisfy Property 3.1 and Property 3.2.
Experiments with Pearson Correlation and MIC.
We aim to experimentally verify the zero baseline Property 3.1 and that our adjustment in Definition 3.1 enables better interpretability. We generate a linear relationship between a uniformly distributed X in [0, 1] and Y on n = 30 points adding different percentages of white noise. We compare r 2 and Ar 2 . Each white noise level is obtained by substituting a given percentage of points from the relationship and assigning to the Y coordinate a random value in [0, 1]. Figure 1 shows the average r 2 and Ar 2 for 2,000 simulated relationships with a given percentage of white noise: r 2 is not zero on average when the amount of noise is 100% (last plot on the right). On the other hand, Ar 2 is very close to zero when there is complete noise and it fully exploits its range of values from one to zero, mapping the domain from 0% to 100% noise. This yields more interpretability and enables Ar 2 to be used as a proxy to quantify the amount of noise in linear relationships. Figure 2 shows that the value of MIC computed with default parameters [1] , is about 0.26 on average for complete noise. AMIC computed with S = 30 permutations, is instead very close to zero and it exploits better its range of values from one to zero. AMIC is more interpretable than MIC and might be used more intuitively as a proxy for the amount of noise in a functional relationship.
The average value of a dependency estimator should not be biased with regards to the sample S n as stated in Property 3.2. In Figure 3 , we show that r 2 and MIC suffer from this problem: their estimates are higher on average when n is smaller. Figure 3 shows the average value of raw and adjusted measures on 2,000 simulations for different levels of noise and sample size n: r 2 and Ar 2 are compared on linear relationships; MIC and AMIC are compared on linear, quadratic, cubic, and 4th root relationships. Neither the zero baseline Property 3.1 nor the quantification unbiasedness Property 3.2 is verified for the raw measures r 2 and MIC, shown respectively in Figure 3(a) and 3(c) . Instead, Ar 2 and AMIC in Figure 3 (b) and 3(d), satisfy both properties: they have zero baseline and their average value is not biased with regards to the sample size n. We claim that these properties improve interpretability when quantifying dependency and enhance equitability for MIC [1] .
Adjusting Estimates for Ranking
When the task is ranking dependencies according to their strength, dependencies induced on smaller sample size n or on variables with more categories have more chances to be ranked higher as shown in Example 2 for Gini gain. This issue is due to inflated estimates due to finite samples. Indeed, r 2 and MIC suffer from the same problem.
Consider this experiment: we generate five samples S n with n = [20, 40, 60, 80, 100] to simulate different amount of missing values for a joint distribution (X, Y ) where X and Y are independent. For each sample, we compute r 2 (S n |X, Y ), we select S n that achieves the highest value, and iterate this process 10,000 times. Given that the population value ρ 2 (X, Y ) = 0 for all samples, all samples should have equal chances to maximize the r 2 . However, Figure 4 shows that S 20 has higher chances to maximize r 2 . This implies that dependencies estimated on samples with missing values have higher chances to be ranked higher in terms of strength. We would like that dependencies which share the same population value for D had the same chances to maximize the dependency estimateD even if estimated on different samples. More formally: For example in Figure 4 we would like constant probability of selection equal to 1 5 = 0.20. Property 4.1 is useful to achieve higher accuracy when the task is ranking the pair of variables that show the stronger relationship.
Biases in ranking are well known in the decision tree community [7] as shown in Example 2. Distributional properties of the raw dependency measure have to be employed to adjust for biases in ranking. For example, ranking according to p-values or standardized measures are possible solutions [7, 9] . They both quantify if the estimateD is statistically significant. Here we extend the standardization technique to any dependency measure estimateD to employ it for unbiased ranking: 
and Var(D 0 (S n |X, Y )) are, respectively, the expected value and the variance ofD under the null.
Nonetheless, it is very difficult to satisfy the ranking unbiasedness Property 4.1 just with SD. Therefore we also define an adjustment to dependency measures whose bias can be tuned according to a parameter α. This is particularly useful when α can be tuned with cross-validation, e.g. in random forests.
Definition 4.2. (Adjustment for Ranking)
is the adjustment at level α ∈ (0, 1] ofD(S n |X, Y ),
At a fixed significance level α, the quantile q 0 (1 − α) induces more penalization when the estimate is not statistically significant. With regards to Example 2, fixing α = 0.05 we penalize the variable X 1 and the variable X 2 by q 0 (0.95) equal to 0.036 and 0.053 respectively. The latter variable gets penalized more because it is less statistically significant having more categories. In contrast, SD fixes the amount of penalization based on statistical significance and does not allow to tune the bias during ranking. In the next section we aim to show the shortcomings of raw measures and standardized measures for ranking tasks.
Ranking Biases of Raw and Standardized
Measures. We use r 2 and its adjusted versions in a case study: Ar 2 is defined as per Eq. (3.3), Ar 2 (α) = r 2 − q 0 (1 − α) where q 0 (1 − α) is computed with the Beta distribution (see Section 3), and the standardized r 2 is defined as:
We do not evaluate p-values because their use is equivalent to the use of standardized measures which are also much easier to compute. We perform similar experiments as in the previous section: we fix the population value for a dependency and compute estimates on different samples S n to compute their probability of selection. We select samples according r 2 , Ar 2 , and Sr 2 . Figure 5(a) shows the probability of selection of different samples at fixed population value ρ 2 = 0. We can clearly see that the ranking unbiasedness Property 4.1 is satisfied if we use Sr 2 (top plot). On the other hand the sole adjustment for quantification Ar 2 is not enough to remove r 2 bias towards small n. Nonetheless, Figure 5 (b) shows that if we generate a linear relationship between X and Y with 10% white noise (i.e., ρ 2 is fixed to a value greater than 0), Sr 2 is biased towards big n. This is because we prefer statistically significant relationships. This phenomena might have been overlooked in the decision tree community [12, 13] .
Given that it is difficult to satisfy the ranking unbiasedness Property 4.1 in general, we show how α in our adjustment Ar 2 (α) might be used to tune the bias when it is possible. Figure 6 shows that with big α (α ≈ 0.4) relationships on small n have higher probability to be selected. On the other hand, small α (α ≈ 0.05) tunes the bias towards higher sample size n. On a real ranking task, it is reasonable to rank according to Ar 2 (α) and see how the rank changes with changes of α rather than relying on a single ranking based on biased measures such as r 2 , Ar 2 , or Sr 2 . The best value for α can be chosen by cross-validation when it is possible. Similar conclusions can be drawn for MIC and its adjusted versions. Probability of Selection Figure 6 : Probability of selection of a sample S n when X is linearly related to Y with 10% white noise using Ar 2 (α): α tunes the bias towards small n with a big α (bottom plot) or big n with a small α (top plot).
Experiments with Pearson Correlation and MIC. MIC and r
2 have been used in [1] to identify the strongest related pair of socio-economic variables using the WHO dataset. This dataset is a collection of m = 357 variables for n = 201 countries. Some of the variables have a high percentage of missing values and they are available on much fewer than n = 201 samples. In this section, we aim to alert the users of MIC and r 2 about ranking biases for relationships induced on different sample size n. We conduce an experiment: we choose a reference socio-economic variable Y and select the top related variable according to r 2 and its adjusted versions. Then, we estimate the dependency between two variables based on the data points available for both X and Y . We only consider dependencies estimated on at least n ≥ 10 data points. Figure 7 shows the top-most dependent variable X to Y ="Breast cancer number of female deaths" using r 2 , Ar 2 , Sr 2 , and Ar 2 (α = 0.1). The top-most dependent variable according to r 2 and Ar 2 is X ="Aid given" which quantifies the amount of aid given to poor countries in million US$. Instead, Sr 2 and Ar 2 (α = 0.1) identify X ="Breast cancer number of new female cases" which seems a more reasonable choice given that the number of deaths might be correlated with new cancer cases. Indeed as seen in the previous Section, r 2 and Ar 2 favour variables induced on small n. Moreover from the plot in Figure 7 we see that they are very sensitive to extreme values or outliers: i.e. the United States show a very high number of deaths due to breast cancer ≈ 43,000 in a year and a very high amount of aid given ≈ 20 Billion US$; this increases the chances for a high r 2 or Ar 2 . MIC is even more inclined to select variables induced on small n. For example we see in Figure 8 that if we target Y ="Maternal mortality" which quantifies the number of female deaths during pregnancy (out of 100,000 live births), and we choose MIC or AMIC to identify the top dependent variable, we get X ="Oil consumption per person" (tonnes per year). There seems to exist an inversely proportional relationship between X and Y , possibly due to the common cause of overall economic development but it is difficult to argue in favor of the amount of oil/energy consumption per person as the most dependent variable to maternal mortality. We also identified the top variables according to SMIC and AMIC(α = 0.01) computed with 10,000 Monte Carlo permutations. More specifically, SMIC = MIC−EMIC0 SDMIC0 , where SDMIC 0 is the unbiased estimator of the standard deviation of MIC permutations; and AMIC(α) = MIC − q 0 (1 − α), where Table 1 : Average sample size n for the top relationships in the WHO datasets. The raw estimator of a dependency measureD favours relationships on small n. Instead, its standardized version SD favours big n. With AD(α) it is possible to tune the bias towards small n (big α) or big n (small α). Table 1 shows the average sample size n for the chosen top variables with different adjustments. The user of dependency measures should be aware of the bias of raw dependency estimatorsD towards small n and try to explore results from their adjusted versions SD and AD(α) when ranking. Ultimately, the latter can be chosen to tune the bias towards smaller n (big α) or big n (small α).
Experiments with Gini gain in Random
Forests. Splitting criteria are known to be biased towards variables induced on small n or categorical with many categories. Standardized measures and p-values are the state-of-the-art strategy to solve this problem [7, 12, 13, 9] . However, we saw that standardized measures are unbiased in ranking only when the population value D(X, Y ) = 0, and the user might better tune the bias using the parameter α. The optimal α can be found with cross-validation.
Here we use the expected value E 0 [Gini] and the variance Var 0 (Gini) of Gini proposed in [7] to standardize Gini gain as per Definition 4.1 (See Appendix A.2 for more details). Moreover, we employ them to compute the adjusted Gini gain AGini(α) as follows:
Proposition 4.1. The adjustment for ranking at level α ∈ (0, 1] for Gini gain is:
whereq 0 (1−α) is an upper bound for the (1−α)-quantile of Gini gain equal to:
The proof of this upper bound is proposed in the supplement A.2. We compare WEKA random forests with Gini, SGini, and AGini(α) as splitting criteria. To our knowledge this is the first time SGini and AGini(α) are tested in random forest. The forest is built on 1,000 trees taking care of sampling data with no replacement (50% training set records for each tree) to not introduce further biases towards categorical variables with many categories [14] . We employed 17 UCI datasets and 2 datasets with many categorical variables studied in [15] . The latter datasets are related to biological classification problems and some of the variables can take as many categories as the number of amino acids at a given site in a viral protein: e.g. in the HIV dataset, there exist variables which can take 21 possible values and induce splits of 21-cardinality in the trees. Table 2 shows the AUC performance of random forest computed with 50 bootstrap 2-fold cross-validation using different splitting criteria. All our adjustments improve on the AUC of the random forest built with Gini. We fixed α in AGini(α) to show that using a value of 0.05 or 0.1 on average increases the random forest's AUC: see Figure 9 . Moreover, we also tuned α with cross- validation for the best performance, where small and big α correspond to penalization of variables with big and small number of categories respectively. Indeed, the performance of random forests with AGini(α) with α tuned is statistically better than the one built with Gini according to the 1-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test: p-value = 0.0086. Although the observed effect size is small, it was consistent, and there is no extra computational effort. We strongly believe that adjusted splitting criteria are beneficial given that i) they can be plugged in random forests where Gini is currently used to improve classification accuracy on data sets with categorical variables or with missing values, ii) they exhibit the same computational complexity as the Gini, and iii) they are easy to implement, in particular much easier than the estimation of their confidence interval with a possibilistic loss function proposed recently [16] .
Conclusion
In this paper we discussed how to adjust dependency measure estimates between two variables X and Y using the null hypothesis of their independence. This is particularly important to achieve interpretable quantification of the amount of dependency. For this task, we proposed the quantification adjusted measures Ar and AMIC. However, quantification adjustment is not enough to achieve accurate ranking of dependencies.
In particular, it is very difficult to achieve ranking unbiasedness. In this task, the user should explore the possible rankings obtained with standardized and ranking adjusted measures, varying the parameter α. We demonstrated that our Sr 2 , Ar 2 (α), SMIC, and AMIC(α) can be used to obtain more meaningful rankings, and that AGini(α) yields higher accuracy in random forests. The code for our measures, experiments, and supplementary material have been made available online 1 .
